PAINTING GUIDE BY SORASTRO
www.patreon.com/Sorastros
Hello! In this PDF painting guide I’ll be painting Black Widow from Atomic Mass Games’ Marvel: Crisis Protocol Miniatures Game:

As usual I’ve primed the figure in black, followed with some grey and white zenithal
highlights applied from above (please refer
to Epsiode 1 of the video series on YouTube
for more details on how I do this):

I’m starting by painting the skin using Bugman’s Glow

Here you can see I’ve painted the eyes using
Vallejo’s Ivory (I’m painting them now while
it’s easy to make corrections with the surrounding skin tone):

I’ve also dotted in the pupils, and you can
use any dark grey or black for this:

I’ve also painted the gun using plain Black:

Next I’m using a roughly equal mix of Vallejo’s Brown Violet and Japanese Uniform to
paint all of the golden elements:

For the holster and straps I’ve chosen to mix a little Dark Sea Grey into some Black. (My
aim here is just to create a different shade of “black” compared to the more blue-ish black
tone I’ll be using for the suit, although the difference will only become apparant once we’ve
added the highlights):

I’m now using a roughly 3:2 mix of Black and Dark Sea Blue to paint the suit:

For the hair, I’m mixing some Black into
some Burnt Red:

I’m painting this into the lower, more shadowed sections of the hair:

I’m then using pure Burnt Red to paint the
upper section, and I’m then going to wet
blend the tones to create a quick transition:

This just gives us a bit of a head start with the highlights:

I’m now going to begin highlighting the skin
using the Citadel range of skin tones, so
will start by progressing from the Bugman’s
Glow base tone, up to Cadian Fleshtone:

This is now pure Cadian Fleshtone:

I’m now adding some Kislev Flesh to the Cadian Fleshtone, and then using pure Kislev
Flesh:

For the brightest highlights I’m also adding
some White:

Next I’m going to highlight the hair, starting
with some pure Burnt Red:

I’m using this to pick out the raised strands
in the lower, more shadowed parts of the
hair:

I’m now going to add Vallejo’s Scarlet in a
couple of stages:

I’m now using pure Scarlet:

For the brightest highlights I’m now adding
some German Yellow:

I’m going to push the brightness quite far to
create a slightly glossly look, but I’m keeping
the highlights quite focused:

I’m now going to highlight the gold elements, by increasing the amount of Japanese Uniform in the base-tone mix, then
using pure Japanese Uniform (as seen in the
Iron Man video):

I’m now adding some German Yellow to the
Japanese Uniform:

This is now pure German Yellow:

Finally I’m adding some White to the German Yellow:

Notice I’m aiming for some irregularity, and
not highlighting the entire length of each of
these raised ridges on the wrists:

I’m now going to highlight the black suit by adding increasing amounts of Vallejo’s Blue Green, along with some White into the Black and
Dark Sea Blue base tone. (The white I’m using is Schmincke’s Titanium White which has a nice creamy consistency and less of a chalky
finish compared to some of the “hobby” whites, but it isn’t essential.)

I’m going to push both the saturation and brightness quite far to create a more striking, slightly comic-book feel, but you could of course
take things as far as you like.

The Blue Green has a lovely vibrancy to it:

I’m using the white not just to lighten the
tone, but also to help control the saturation
if it starts looking too blue:

I’m not always using an exclusively “zenithal” approach, and sometimes like to add
highlights to the underside of the form:

I think it’s also useful not to worry too much
about always creating “blended” transitions,
and a slightly sketchy look is fine:

Naturally my brightest highlights are quite
tightly focused:

I’m now going to highlight the holster and
straps, using the base-tone mix but with increasing amounts of the Dark Sea Grey:

I’m also simply adding some White to some
Black to highlight the handle of the pistol:

This is a subtle touch, but here I’ve chosen
to use some of the hair tones to tint some
of the nearby suit to enhace the suggestion
of reflectivity:

I’m now moving onto the base, and here I’m
providing a white dry brush to pick out the
texture:

And I’ve chosen to apply a coat of the Black
Templar Contrast paint, thinned with an
equal amount of Contrast Medium:

I’m now painting the flagstones with Vallejo’s Stonewall grey (avoiding the gaps):

And I’ve chosen to apply some Aggrax Earthshade thinned with and equal amount of Lahmian Mediuim to the metal grid, partly to dull the slightly glossy look of the Contrast Colour:

Next I’m applying a few touches of rusty tones using the Secret Weapon Red and Orange Rust colours:

I’ve also added a few bits of “Urban Scatter”
by Javis, and I’m providing an edge highlight
for the outer edge:

I’m now doing a final bit of refining and tidying up...

And this completes Black Widow!

We can then shade over the area with
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a
multi-layered richness:

Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m
using Balor Brown:

This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratches:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

We can then shade over the area with
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a
multi-layered richness:

PAINT LIST:
Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m
Bugman’s Glow (C) using Balor Brown:
Black (VMC)
Titanium White (S)
Dark Sea Blue (VMC)
Japanese Uniform (VMC)
Brown Violet (VMC)
Dark Sea Grey (VMC)
Burnt Red (VMC)
Cadian Fleshtone (C)
Kislev Flesh (C)
Scarlet (VMC)
German Yellow (VMC)
Blue Green (VMC)
For the base:
Black Templar (C)
Agrax Earthshade (C)
Orange Rust (SW)
Red Rust (SW)
Stonewall Grey (VMC)

This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratches:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros
Thank you!

SC = Scale Color, C = Citadel, VMC = Vallejo Model Colour, P3 = P3, S = Schmincke SW = Secret Weapon, VGC = Vallejo Game Color

